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THE PRACTICE OF STRENGTH TRAINING
IN WOMEN S HIGH JUMP
Wolfgang Ritzdorf

^ i Slrength is an es.sential factor ofthe
jump and one which determines and
limits performance... Strong muscles
provide effective pr-otection from
overloading to the pa.ssive motor
apparatus. Protection of this kind is
absolutely essential considering that,
during iraining and compelilion.
alhletes average around JO,()()()
take-offs and landings per year, wilh
reactive forces 6 to 10 times dieir body
weight. The author presents a training
melhod involving bolh maxirmtm
strength training and elastic slrenglh
training. • •

Translation from the origintil German hy

Jürgen Schiffer

I. The significance of strength
The high jump is a disciplines thai
makes very high demands on the
capacities of strength in the woman
athlete. In this, strength has a two-fold
function:
a) Strength is an essential factor of
thc jump and one which determines
and limits performance.
Vertical take-off speed, which is a
determinant dimension of the jump, is
decisively influenced by the vertical acceleration thrust, together with the
mass. The extent of this momentum
depends essentially upon the strength
of the athlete, as well as upon features
of technique.
Fig. 1 shows an example of Forcetime deveiopmeni during the jump-off
phase ofthe High Jump.
It is clear from this diagram that
within a ground-contact period of 1702(){) ms in the phase of eccentric coniracii(in. grtiund reaction forces of
more than 5{)W N develop.

Amortization of these forces musl be
brought about as rapidly as possible in
order lo create the greatest possible
momentum in the concenlric phase.
b) Strong muscles provide effective protection from overloading lo the
passive motor apparatus. With a total
of something like lO.OOO take-offs and
landings per year in Iraining and competition, (including horizontal and
vertical jumps), and with reacti\e
forces of 6 to H) times of the athlete's
body weight, protection of this kind is
absolutely essential.
A further factor is that in the take-off
for the Flop, as a result of the highly
pronale position of the foot, the forces
do not take effect in the direclion ofthe
anatomical axes.
Because point 2 is of equal importance lo point 1, all forms of training
must be considered nol only from the
poinl of view of their efiecli\eness in
Iraining but also that of the loading
they cause to the passive motor apparatus.
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2. Training the cupueitics of strength
As far as training method is concerned, a distinction can be made between the forms oi maximum-strength
training and of elastic-strength training.
2.1. Maximum-strength training
Maximum-strength training is carried oul wilh various objectives, depending upon the period of iraining
and the level of performance.
An increase in maximum slrenglh
can be brought about by
— thc production of muscular
hypertrophy, or by
— the improvement of intramuscular co-ordination.
Hypertn»phy training is used during
the period of general preparation, and
depending upon the stale of performance of the athleles. covers a period
of 4-S weeks, with a tendency towards
the shorter period of time. With 6

sets Lind S()'''ii intensity of kiading. we
do not exceed S repeiitions per set.
Ihc training of iniermuseular co-ordination lakes place in the special
lechnique and competition cycle.
Ihc number of repetitions is 4-1.
with 6-S sets and 9i)-\i)0"A, intensity,
which can mean up lo 130 kg.
As standard forms of training, we
use squats and cleans, as well as
special
forms
of exercise
for
strengthening the muscles of the calf.
The squats are not carried out to the
point of full extension, so that in this
way, ihe total period of tension is extended. We aim for the exercise to be
performed without the heels being
raised, so that at the same time, the
Achilles tendon is slrelched. A bench
behind the athlete serves solely as a
means of orientation,
In those forms of exercise for
strengthening the calf muscles, care
musl be laken lo ensure that the m.
gaslrocnemius. as a bi-articular muscle,
and ihe m. soleus, as a mono-articular
muscle, are trained separately.
An
assessment of
maximumstrength iraining leads lo the following
conclusion:
1, Maximum-strength training is an
irreplaceable component in the training of the High Jump athlete.
2. I-rom the point of \ iew of injuries
resulting from overioatiing. there arc
no problems whatever in ils use. pro\iding the following previsions are fulfilled^
— technically correct performance;
— strengthened trunk muscles;
— the accompaniment o\ an extensive program of g\innaslics for stretching.

3. For healthy athletes, work with
dum-bells is always to be given preference over work on the machines.
2.2. Elastic-strength training
With regard to clasiic-strength training, we distinguish belween non-reactive and reactive forms of Iraining.
Non-reactive ftntns of Iraining are
undoubiedK lesspioblematical. but on
account of their ralher slight effectiveness in training, they are given only
minor imporlance in our training programme.
An exception lo ihis is the exercise
"knee-joint jumps with additional
loading".
The distinct isimietric phase leads lo
these exercises being classified as
"non-reactive jumps", and yet the
strong deveiopmeni of lension in the
eccentric phase prtnes to be highly effective in iraining.
This training form is not suil:iblc for
beginners.
Thc reactive forms of iraining can be
subdivided inlo four groups:
a) Reactive knee-bends or reactive
squats
Two \ariants have to be distinguished: "i-sqitat". Starling position
with conlraeled leg and trunk muscles
and slightly bent knees. Performance
of movement: maximum tast bending
of knee-joinl up to 110 degrees: concentration to fast return of movement
{down-up-down-,..) with accentuating
the extending phase (concentric
ph:ise). The t-squal does not lead to a
complete extension of the knee-joint,
the mtwemeni downwards is attached
immediately.
Contrary to this lhc "r-squai" leads
to a full extension of the knee-joint inclusive ankle joint. After a short phase
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of concentration the next single repelilion follows, again starling from ihe
above mentioned starling position with
pre-tensitMi ofthe muscles.
A common feature of both forms is
thai the athlete musl endeavour to
carry oul the reversal of the movemeni
as rapidly as possible.
This is because ol thc requirements
of the take-off that are mentioned
above. However, in the case of the t squal. when there is a sequence o\
several repetitions, a constant or uniform tempo establishes itself, since
otherwise counier-momcnuim in the
barbell comes inlo play. In order lo
avoid this levelling-out of the speed,
the repetitions are carried out individually, wilh additional stretching of the
upper ankle joint.
For the same total weight o\' athlete
plus dumb-bell (here 13(1 kg), the following quantities are characteristics:
t-squai: l\,,^: approx. 300 N: duration of phase: 200 ms.
r-squat: F^.^: approx 400(1 N: duration of phase: 160 ms.
Assessment of the reactive squats
leads to the following conclusion:
— very effeclive for training:
— virtuall> no problems for the passive motor apparatus;
— very often, the retaining function
ofthe muscles of the trunk is the lactor
thai limits the load.
b) Horizontal jumps
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Here it is basically a question of
bounds with and without run-up
strides. The difference in these values
serves al the same times as a means ot
directing training.
If in thc case of women performing
the sequence of 5 jumps, the value ob-

tained with fl run-up strides exceeds
thai without a run-up b\ more than 4
m, the reacli\e slrength capabilities
based on the available muscle system
are fully utilized.
Assessment has shown that Horizontal jumps are:
— effective in training, hut
— liable lo cause problems if carried out incorrectly (the foot should
not be placed down with a sluggish or
dragging action) or if thc jumps are
practised frequently on synthetic surfaces.
c) Vertical jumps
Fundamentally, \ertical jumps include the various variations on hurdlerebound jumps (see Fig, 2-4). The vertical forces produced are in the region
of 2500 N for the take-off and some
4000 N for the landing, with a groundcontacta duralion of 170-210 ms depending upon the manner of execution.
Single-leg hurdle jumps are performed with one. three and five inletmediate strides, depending upon the
training objective.
Hurdle jumps, carried imt correctly,
can be assessed as relatively problemfree, providing the muscles are appropriately prepared and the passive motor
apparatus is eflcclivelv supported.
d) Ankle jumps
These are jumps with an addilional
dumb-bell load, which are carried out
almost exclusively from the anklejoint. These jumps represent a highly
effective form of training, but one
which is certainly problematical.
It is advisable to use this form in very
strctly measured amounts and exclusively with top-class athletes.
To sum up, we can say;
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There exists no shortage of highly effecti\e forms oftraining to improve the
capacity of reactive slrength. which is a
factor of parlicular interest for the
High Jump.
Rcaeti\e forms of training cannot be
replaced by anything of equal value!
However, the unprepared or premature use of these forms oftraining is not
without its problems, especially for the
passive motor apparatus.
Depending upon individual weak
points, [he effecis of overloading manifest themselves in the lower ankle
joinl (fatigue fracture), knee joint or
lumbar vertebral region.
Consequently, it is essential that
there should be early, systematic gymnastic strengthening of the muscles of
Ihe fool and trunk in particular. Appropriate forms of training are a daily
c<imponcnt ofthe training carried out
by our women team athletes.
In respect of injuries to the Achilles
lendon as a resull of overloading, our
experience is somewhat different.
Problems arise less as a result of
reactive forms of training, but rather of
inadequate stretching tif thc muscles
and thc tendon in the phases of
Maximum-strength training. Our own
subjective impression is that adaptation in the tendon tissue does not measure up lo the altered strength capacity
of the muscles, so that as a result, when
rapid movements are made, susceplibiliiy lo injury is greatly increased.
3. Training method
3.1. Maximiim-Sir-erigtli Training
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a) Hypertrophy iraining Training forms: squats, cleans.
Series: 6-8,
Repetitions per series: 8.

Intensity: 80%.
Period: General cycle.
I raining units per week: 2-5.
b) Intramuscular co-ordination training
Training forms: squais, cleans.
Series: 6-8.
Repeiitions per series: 1-3,
Intensity: l()0-yO".>.
Period: special cycle, lechnique
cycle.
3,2. Elastic sirengih training
a) Non-reactive
Training form: knee-joinl jumps.
Series: 6-8.
Repetitions per series: 6-8.
Intensity: 20-40 kg.
Period: special cycle, lechnique
cycle.
Training units per week: 2-3.
b) Reactive squats
Training forms: i-squats: r-squats.
Series: 6-8.
Repeiitions per series: 6-10.
Inlensity: I007o-150% of body
weighl.
Period: special cycle, lechnique
cycle, compelilion cycle.
Training units per week; 1-3.
c) Vertical jumps
Training form: Hurdle jumps.
Series: 6-10.
Repetitions per series: 14-30.
Number of hurdles: 2-6.
Height of hurdles: 70-110 cm,
Period: special cycle, lechnique
cycle, compelilion cycle.
Training units per week: 1-3.
Example: 8 x (6x6) hurdles. 70 cm.
at start of special cycle - 8 x (6x2)

hurdles, 110 cm. in competition
cycle.
d) Ankle-Jumps
Series: 6-8.
Repetitions per series: 6-10.
Inlensity: 20-40 kg.
Period: technique cycle, competition cycle.
Training units per week: 1-3.
3.3. Supplementary

points

in our opinion, the strength of the
muscles of the trunk and foot are of
parlicular imporlance.
The muscles of the trunk are specially important for the following
reasons:
— the action of bringing forward
and fixing thc hip during the lake-off
represents one of the most significant
factors in the performance of a jump:
— dumb-bell work with high loads
and/or reactive exercise makes extremely high demands on the muscles
of the trunk and on their retaining or
holding function.
Thc following points apply lo the
muscles ofthe foot:
—• the feet, as the terminal members
of thc kinetic chain are the first to be
subjected to the very high forces produced in all jumps, so that their bony
structures (especially the plantar
arches) have lo be specially protected:
— the final stretch in the take-off is
a stretching of the upper ankle joint;
this extension is o n e of the decisive factors in competition performance.
For these reasons, iraining forms
aimed at strengthening the muscles of
the fool and trimk hold a special position and are carried oul ihrtnighoul the
whole year.
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In addition lo a large number of
gymnastic exercises, sil-ups and trunk
raising on the box are some of the slandard forms of Iraining for strengthening the muscles of the trunk.
Sirengthening of the foot muscles is
achieved by a special gymnastic programme.
In all forms of strength training,
special importance is attached lo extension or stretching, since the shortening of the muscles that results from
the increase in strength involves two
negative effects:
— mobility is limited:
— tension loadings on the tendons
(particularly the patellar tendon and
the Achilles tendon) is increased, and
the result is an increased danger of injury.
These effecis can be counteracted by
a systematic programme of stretching,
4. The systematics of
strength training in the
long-term training structure
Many authors maintain repeatedly
that there should be no allempi to
achieve muscular hypertrophy before
puberty. Even if a degree of doubt can
be expressed here (it seems unlikely
that the markedly muscular profile of
children who have undergone strength
training is exclusively the results of a
reduclion in the subcutaneous fatty tissue), the clarification ofthis question is
irrelevant as far as basic training in
track and field athletics is concerned,
since in no case would the aim be lo
bring about muscular hypertropy in
school children of the B/A group (I I14 years). But this docs not mean thai
all strength iraining is inappropriate in
school-age children. It is our opinion

that the gymnastic strengthening of the
overall motor apparatus represents a
necessary pre-requisitc for later competiiive training.
As already meniioned. special importance is attached to the strengthening of the trunk muscles and muscles of
the feet.
In addition to the gymnastic
sirengthening of all groups of muscles,
we consider a second focal point of
strength training in young men and
women jumpers lobe the acquisition of
the correct lechnique of dumbbell/barbell training.
Here, in some cases, quite considerable deficiencies can be observed. In
order to prevent injuries and to achieve
the desired effect of training, it is
necessary in every case that these
techniques should be learned perfectly
(e.g. with the aid of a horizontal bar),
before work is started with additional
loads. With young athleles. slrength
training must be monitored and corrected just as carefully as exercises in
lechnique.
Ignorance of or failure to observe
these facts has led (especially in the
case of women jumpers) to a serious
consequence: no dumb-bell iraining,
since il is thought to be too dangerous,
but in order to develop the necessary
jumping strength, jumps in all their
variations carried out very extensively
(up to 400 hurdle or multiple jumps per
week). In our opinion, bolh parts of
this argument are false.
In cases where no orthopaedic irregularities or negative indications
exist, and where there is appropriate,
preparation of condition and technique.
the risk of injury as a resull of dumbbell training is extremely slight. On
the other hand, the extensive use of
mulliple jumps (horizontal and verti-

cal) involves the production of very
high forces in the amortization phase
(see above), and as a resull. represents
a much greater source of danger to the
(passive) motor apparatus, unless il is
adequately prepared, thai is. given
protection by the muscles.
Wiihin the framework of jumping
exercises, depth-jumps certainly have
a place. As a resull of high peaks of
force produced, the possibility of injury inevitably and automatieally exists
for anyone who has had no strength
training, because he has at his disposal
less relative and absolute slrength, and
so the peaks of loading are intercepted
by the skeletal and ligamentous apparatus, and less by the muscle.
On the basis of these consideralions.
we slart out from the following sysiem
in thc long-term deveiopmeni of
strength, and in doing so. the
paramount goals are the long-term preparation of lop level performances and
the avoidance of injuries from overloading.
Children (13/14 years)
— Gymnastic strengthening with
special allention to muscles of the
trunk and feet.

— Preparation in Ihe technique of
dumb-hell training.
— Horizontal and vertical jumps
(bolh legs) of slight extent and slight intensity.
— Hopping on the spot (both legs
and one-legged),
Juniors B (15/16 years)
— Beginning of dumb-bell iraining
(squais. snatches, cleans); no anklejumps wilh dumb-bells.
— Further gymnastic strengthening.
— Horizontal and vertical jumps of
medium extent and inlensity.
— Boundings with lechnical improvemenl as largel.
— Jumps over low obstacles (40-50
cm).
— Light one-leg hops.
Juniors A (17-18 years)
— Compete dumb-bell training.
— Two-legged and single legged
hurdle jumps.
— Take-off jumps over hurdles.
— Bounding for distance and lime.
— Further gymnastic strengthening.
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